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A Personal lnventory of Transformative
Experiences Resulting in the Development

of an Authentic Leadership Style

My personal journey is an inventory, a search within myself. It is discovering what
makes me who I am. This journey encompasses me. An inventory is an itemized list
goods with their estimated

of

worth. A personal inventory is a type of classification used to

bring about an awareness of who, what, and where I am at this present time. When such
an inventory is completed, one gains insight into the discovery of one's own style

of

leadership. This journey is to show me the value of my leadership style and to show the
readers the value of their journeys to a leadership style.

Blueprint Framing

-

Koestenbaum / Baldoni

Peter Koestenbaum seems to be talking about inventories of the mind when he writes

"leadership is control over the mind" ( 186). He writes the authentic leader does not
accept the mind as "he finds it but chooses
leadership mind" (186). He believes that

to

either construct or to 'wake up' the

it is an inner

space unified, with room enough

for conflict, paradox, and contradiction committed to gleatness in vision, realism,
ethics and courage (186). John Baldoni's article, "Leader as Learner, " comments that

1
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leadership is based on continuous learning which positions one for growth an

opporfunity (3). Baldoni's "continuous learning" is another way of framing the inventory
or journey to the leadership style.

I have always had, and hopefully will continue to have, the desire for growth which is
presented in this analysis of a three stage heroic

journey. It will have a beginning,

a

pivotal experience in the middle, and an ending. Examples of these are the classic epic
tales and traditional Christian literature which often portray a three-fold

joumey: exile,

journey and return home.
Koestenbaum's theory is reflected in the following example. Old Testament Biblical
techniques which depict sin, repentance, and grace. The journey begins with a warrior or

pilgrim. This person travels to

an intemrpted daily

life by being confronted with

a test.

This journey entails a wrestling with frightening forces. Generally, the journey concludes

by the pilgrirn's return home to make peace with one's own limitations. As a result

of

going back to where they started, pilgrims and warriors now see themselves in a different

light.

The journey can be responded to in a new way, as the growth of the individual.

The pilgrim has returned home with a new direction. (Niclost,"The Three Phases of the
Transformat ive Exper ience" 1).

Journey viewpoint

- Alix / DePree

Wilbert Alix, director of the Natale Institute, is recogntzed as a contemporary healer
and teacher of progressive psychology and neo-shamanic studies.

His Rite of Passage is

based on a lifetime journey with various points that are the transformative factors. Each
stage acts as that formative experience in developing one's foundation. He comments

that our technological advances have given us an unimaginable quality of

life. We live in
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comfort, yet suffer through personal experiences disempowering our lives. We struggle
to gain clarity about purpose for living (2)

I recognize the passage is unique for each individual. Each person exhibits similar
characteristics and experiences but different advantages and challenges. However, no

two people are exactly alike. Uniqueness will prevail and all individuals' journeys are
their own passages towardtheir personal leadership style. T.S. Eliot is quoted in Mary
Beth Sammons, Second Acts that Change Live,s, "We shall cease from exploration and
the end of all exploring will be to arrive where we started and know the place for the first

time" (120).
Max DePree, chairman of the Board of Directors for Herman Miller, Inc comrnents
that leadership is much more an art, a belief, a condition of the heart than a set of things

to do. His book" Leadership is an Art, states that signs of outstanding leadership appear
primarily amongthe followers. He asks if the people are learning, if they are reaching
their full potential, and if they are, are they serving. Do they achieve the required results?

A leader

can be thought of as one who serves

(Gfted Leaders, LLC). Whether it is a

ratio, parameter, goal or bottom line--leaders need to endorse a concept of others.
DePree believes this begins with the understanding of the diversity of people's gifts,
talents and

skills. By realizing this diversity, one's demonstrated contribution is given

a

chance to provide fulfillment and purpose.

The Robinson Roadmap
Sir Ken Robinson, Ph.D. has a long list of credentials that reflect his achievements
as an

internationally recognized leader in the development of creativity, innovation, and

human potential. He has worked with government, education systems, and coqporations.
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In Robinson's vision, the journey involves connecting our own individual talents with our
passions. He believes the best hope for our future is to develop a paradigm of human

capacity to meet a new era of human existence {Element,xili). Robinson labels the point
where talent and passion meet "the element." This is the place where the things a person
loves to do and the things he is good at come together. He believes one has speciflc

limitations. The first is the confirmation of our natural capabilities. The second is
understanding the part and whole. The third is to understand how much potential one has

for growth and change (8, 9) His "element" is bringing together the natural aptitude and
the personal passion. When one connects with one's identity, well-being, and purpose,

in turn providing a sense of self-revelation of who he is and what he was meant to
do with his life, is where a person feels his rnost authentic self

(21). This has two main

features, aptifude and passion, and two conditions, attitude and opportunity. Robinson
states the sequence is something

like this: I get it, I love it, I want it, and Where is it?

This is Robinson's method of inventory. The discovery and the development of his
creative strengths is really an essential part of who he is in determirung his authentic
leadership style (2).

As schools seem to stifle creativity, Robinson's new paradigm shifts to animation and
sparks an adaptation toward creative discovery. He uses visual mapping to explain

thoughts on a subject he presents. This visual presentation proves to stimulate an

individual's thinking. This method is outside the traditional standards of teaching.
He was expressing his natural aptitude and personal passion in doing what he loves.
Robinson was connecting with his own identity which in turn provided a sense of selfrevelation.
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One example of this is the arumation presented to RSA (Royal Society for

Encouragement of the Arts), at a TED conference. It is available as a You-Tube Video

com/watch?v:zDZF
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The RSA charity, established in 1754, is committed to finding innovative solutions to the
challenges of today. Robinson is also connected to the TED movement (Technology
Entertainment Design). TED sponsors conferences that bring people together from the
three worlds: technology, entertainment, and design. This clearing house offers
knowledge from the most fascinating thinkers and doers in the world and serves as a
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community which has the power to change attitudes and lives.
Robinson's inventory is the waking of his mind. His rite of passage, as a critical
thinker and an autonomous learner, has taken his journey to the development of an
authentic leadership style. His inventory reflects a passionate, creative, talented visionary
who loves to affect educational improvements and irnpact the affitude of government
and corporations. His strategy, with his presentations of creative material, transforms
others as well as himself. One might suggest him as a self-leadership model.

Journey Viewpoint

-

Bennis / Thomas

Warren Bennis and Robert Thomas's book, Leaders: The Strategies af Taking
Charge, describe a self-leadership model. This two-year study of ninety public and
private leaders reveals the strategies of attention through vision, meaning through
communication, trust through positioning, and deployment of self. The model formulates
a process

for an individual's journey. Attention to the reflection on internal resources

gained from previous experiences now permits the individual a personal understanding.

The learning becomes more self-directed and reflective in response to the increasing

complexity of the adult life (Napolitano, Henderson, The Leadership Odyssey). A vision
of creating himself with a developed attribute of meaningful communication leads him to
his own trust of who he is. He is now ready for strategic action. His inventory is
working.

The Wheatley Roadmap
Margaret Wheatley, Ed. D. is a well respected, internationally acclaimed writer,
speaker and teacher. While accomplishing her work, sustaining her relationships, and

willingly stepping forward to serve in troubling times,

she has written six

books As

a

6
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writer and management consultant who studies organizational behavior, her approach
includes theories of change, systerns thinking, chaos theory, leadership, and learning
organizations with a capaciff to self organize.
Wheatley describes her work as opposing a highly controlled mechanistic system that

only creates robotic behaviors. Her writings stimulate this opposition to a controlled
system. A dissipative structure, anything that would disturb a system, plays a crucial role
in helping that system to self-organrze into a new form of order. The disorder can be the
source for the new order. Wheatley acknowledges these conditions are necessary to
awaken creativity (Leadership and the New

Science,2I). Her descriptive writings,

as her

life, present a journey in achieving creativity, ajourney of transformation and an end
result of authenticity.
Jim Kouzes, co-author of The Lesdership Challenge and Credibility, wrrtes in the

forefront of Wheatley's Leadership and the New Science, "that it is a pioneering voyage
of discovery into the essential elegance and simplicity of organizations". This book
"predicts the futwe yet explains the present. Wheatley describes in the preface to her
book a three-stagejourney. The first stage is a new land rich in possibilities. The
sesond stage is where ideas and shapes take form, creating new relationships among the

organizational experiences and the ideas

of science. The third stage is the returning to

the early maps and redoing them based on what had previously been learned.
She draws charts from

all involved in her life and the organizations she has been

involved with, in hopes of creating a new way of seeing (xiv). Her many years of work
all over the world reflect that if the individual organizes himself the same way the rest
of life does, the individual develops the skills he needs. One's inventory acquires

Hochradel

resilience, adaptiveness, awareness, and creativity. Change happens through emergence,

which involves a large scale change.
Emergence can be described as the phenomenon of the "Perfect Storm" ( Leadership,
2). Meteorologists cannot predict the sudden appearance of super powerful storms. The
storm is result of a number of discreet and invisible factors that converge together in
perfect harmony. The power cannot be predicted. It is the simultaneity of their
convergence that creates the power ( Wheatley, How Large-Scale Change Really

Happens,Z). The self-leadership model of creating vision and meaningful
communication to now obtaining a trusted position leads to active strategy. Through the

journeyto the discovery of anew world Wheatley seeks to gain additional courage,
patience and compassion.

All this transforms Wheatley's concept to an authentic

leadership style.
Her "Paradox Solution" is a vision for success through communication and action.
She creates this as a

full system design and application that represents a journey of

change where a person can discover and invent meaning and purpose. This connects a
person to who, what, and where one is at this present

time. It will enable a journey to

authentic style, through work, relationships, and attitudes. It is a process much like
Robinson's "element" that problem solves and transforms. Wheatley's book,
Perseverance, is a series of short compassionate and self contained essays that are not

reflecting other people or experiences, instead the reader is the example. It is the

individual's personal experience that is the basis for change. This is the individual's
inventory of his joumey of transformation, resulting in authenticity. Wheatley says
emotions-fearlessness, joy, guilt jealousy-are dynamic. Persevering is a day-to-day

8
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decision. One has a choice. Wheatley journeys through her creativity with consistent
vision and meaningful communication.

Journey Viewpoint

- Napolitano

/ Henderson

Napolitano's and Henderson's, The Leadership Odyssey, addresses the self-leadership
sphere. This sphere is comprised of values. These values connect to a person's inventory

vision, integrity, passion, courage, optimism, self-confidence, focus, discipline,

flexibility, tenacity, resourcefulness, humanity, self-renewal, and balance (14-34).
The desire to pick and choose seems understandable. In a search for leadership,

however, value is a cornerstone

(13) Many times

one selects value characteristics while

negating others. The choice of values provides an inventory for a path towarrd an

individual leadership style. Baldoni, comments in the September 18, 2009, Harvard
Review, that "leadership is an upward process; giving guidance...

it is inspirational by

nature. It gives a glimpse of a better tomorrow". (3).

Journey Yiewpoint

-

Erickson / Rokeac

One has a clear sense of self when he or she has defined values and beliefs (Authentic

Leadership,T4T). This practical reflection, self-awareness, and self-authorship
leads to one's authentic leadership

style. It also comprises a personal inventory.

Matthew Erickson of Providence College, provides criteria in the December,Z}}9,
Journal of lulanagement Education. This study was used to develop students' personal
leadership principles. He states

it accomplished identification and clarity of one's values

and beliefs. This enables the individual to have a clear sense of self on which to base the

inventory.
In this study, I am using the word "inventory" as an example of a course that has been
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used in

MBA programs throughout the United

States

(747). There are three parts to this

MBA course. The first is the identification of personal values, what they mean, and the
consequences of living out these values. One example would be to identify and
describe the top five values, how they relate to daily life, how are they obtained, how are

they compare to actions, and how do the values apply with respect to leadership. Milton
Rokeac's book, The Nature of Human Values, identifies a framework for categorizing
these values. He frames terminal values as goals in

life that the individual believes are

desirable and imporlant to achieve. These include: a comfortable life and exciting life, a
sense

of accomplishment, a world at peace, equity, family security, pleasure, salvation,

self-respect, social recognition, true friendship, and wisdom. He frames instrumental
values as personal characteristics to which one ascribes great value. These include being

ambitious, broadminded, capable, cheerful, clean, courageous, forgiving, helpful,
honest, imaginative, independent, intellectual, logical, loving, obedient polite, responsible
and self-controlled.

The second part of the course Erickson describes is to write an essay on one's helief
statement. A belief statement should be a short essay based on a core conviction that is

witten in the first person. It is personable, meaningful, and clearly stated. It

shows how

the belief informs a person's leadership style.
The third part of the course focuses on the leadership principles the individual
develops that ultimately

will provide the authenticity of his leadership style. The

goal

now is to recognize th-ree personal leadership principles. Examples are: lead by example,

know oneself, seek self-improvement, develop trust and respect by using honest
communication, establish relationships based on mutual respect, invite feedback,

10
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proactively listen to others, and lead with integrity and consistency. The course asks that
one select three principles and explain why these particular principles are chosen and

whether they will make one able to accornplish one's leadership style (768).
These three steps frame an awareness of who, what, and where an individual is at the
present

time. This is the personal inventory;

the journey and the arrival at the

individual's profile leadership style. Determining how one decides what is related to
an inventory is relative. A mind map or spider diagram could be used to represent the

individual's information. Pictorial methods for recording knowledge have been used for
centuries in learning, brainstorming, memory, visual thinking, and problem solving.

Tony Buzan, a popular British psychology author, claims he invented the modern mind
mapping. This map is often created around a single word ( Mindmap). It can be used

for: problern solving, collaboration, structure,

and individual expression of creativity.

This condenses material into a memorable format, outline, or framework.
Spider diagrams can be used to project the specifics of what one has discovered in and
about themselves. This simplistic yet somewhat complex presentation can help clanfy
the what, why, and who one

is. As one is a work-in-progress, additional references

are

presented for the examination of oneself. Robinson uses mind maps in his animated

presentations. These can be steps in flguring out what goes where in the time frame
the

of

journey. Wheatley uses similar diagrams rn Leadership and the New Science (117).
The flgure shows the chaos theory partnering with order: unstable, oscillation, chaos,

order. This emergence is important for the creating of new life (117).
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Stt:rngn Atfiattor- l. Traditional plots of one yariable show a system in chaos. Z. lf the
system is ploued In multiple dimensisns in phase space, the shape of chaos, the strange
aftrach[ gradually becomes visible. 3. As the systemt chaotic wanderings are plotted over
tirne {the systern never repeats its behavior exactly}, the attractor reveals itseff. This butterfly
or owl-shaped strange attraffor reveals the order inherent in a chaotic systern. Order always
ls displayed as a shape or patt€rn. From Ctgick, 1987. LJsed with permission.

(qtd inWheatley, Leadership, 1 70).

An inventory of life thems5-sflsngths, weaknesses, characteristics-is

a

major point

of reference for successes and failures. Wheatley claims instability, oscillation, chaos,
and order all have a particular impact on the individual from the beginning to fruition.

The Moses Roadmap
Anna Mary Robertson's personal inventory shows her journey from beginning to

fruition as transformative with the development of an authentic, artistic leadership style.
She experienced a transformative journey by simply

living out her life.

Hochradel

Robertson left home at the age of twelve to become a hired

girl. Within a few years

she married Thomas Salmon Moses, a farmer by occupation. Keeping a busy

life on the

farm, (not only making butter in pound prints for sale, but also making potato chips

which happened to be a novelty at the time), she bore ten children, five of whom passed
away (Kallir, Grandma fuIoses).
Moses did not have time to develop her talent, neither in youth nor as a wife.

Obligations and duties of everyday living came first. However, she did express her

artistic abilities throughout her home.
Louis Caldor, an art collector from New York, started Anna Moses on the path to
becoming one of the most inspiring figures of the twentieth century. Otto Kallir
comments in his book, Grandma Juloses, that she expressed in her art everlasting sources

of vitality from which man draws strength, courage, and hope. She has shown an image
of her country far different from what has become typically American, with the image
being truer and more endearing

(30) Her artistic quality varied.

She expressed an

impression of depth even though she had never heard of the ruIes of perspective Kallir,

35)

Her material was usually from a print, magazine, or newspaper. She made it her

own by simply making herself present in the painting. This was a transformation of the
subject by blending two distinct components. These were sensitivity felt and beautifully
represented

(70). The

scenes resembled the impressionist mode, with the

primitive

colorful figures. This artistic harmony became known as the Grandma Moses style. The
October 8, 1940, New York Herald Tribune read: "Mrs. Anna Mary Robertson Moses
began painting three years ago, when she was approaching

known as Grandma Moses." (qtd in Kallir,

80. From then on Anna was

4l). In 1946, Dryden

Press published the

13
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book entitled Grandma lvloses: America Primitive. Christmas and greeting cards spread
her popularity. Hallmark acquired the nght to reproduce the artist's paintings.

A

documentary film, completed in 1950, received the "Certificate of Nomination for

of Motion Picture Arts & Science (105).
October, 1953, brought Moses to the 22"d Annual Forurn. This was a prestigious
event arranged by the New York Herald Tribune, entitled "New Patterns for Mid-Century

Living". The paper expressed an editorial on the impression made by Moses.
For all who suffer from what one might be called living strain.. . the presence

of Grandma Moses is powerful therapy.

..

her astonishing vitality, mental alertness,

humor, simplicity, graciousness, enjoyment of the occasion... she holds within
herself, in utter unawareness, the wisest secrets of life, secrets composed of many
elements, yet as natural and immediate in their expression as a child's smile.

While many distinguished persons were appearing before the Forum, a little old
lady of ninety-three stepped into their midst and endeared herself to all by her
simple aliveness (qtd in Kallir,168)
Moses illustrated Clement L. Moore's famous poem, The Night before Christmas.

This included a collection of stories for children published by Random House. The

title, The Grandma Moses Story Book, illustrated her paintings. This was the last book
she saw published during her

lifetime.

She was honored on her 100m birthday by

Governor Nelson Rockefeller who proclaimed September 7th as Grandma Moses Day in
the State of New York. John F. Kennedy was president of the United States when
Grandma Moses passed away. He issued the following statement, "The death
Grandma Moses removes a beloved figure from American

life. The directness

of
and
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vividness of her paintings restored a primitive freshness to our perception of the

American Scene. All Americans mourned her loss. Both her work and her life helped
our nation renew its pioneer heritage and recalled its roots in the countryside and on the

frontier" (qtd in Kallir,l92)
After her passing, December 13, 1961, a most comprehensive exhibition entitled "Art
and Life of Grandma Moses, " was presented at the Gallery of Modern

in 1969. There were

Art in New York

141 paintings presented. That same year the United States

Government paid tribute to her memory by issuing a six cent stamp. It was released in a
ceremony in Washington on May 1,1969, marking the beginning of Senior Citizens
Month.
Her vision for her paintings led to the development of her cofilmunicative style.
Her impression was strength, perseverance, creativity, vision, faithfulness, emergence,
consistence and connectedness. Through each part of her journey, she continued to learn
and

grow.

She developed an authentic leadership style.

Journey Viewpoint - Gallos
Joan Gallos, The Art of Contemporary Leadership: vision, passion, purpose

andloy

(March, 2012), comments that "Aflna Mary Robinson 'Grandma Moses' began painting
at

78: Fifteen One Woman shows demonstrate that those yearnings of hers were latent

and buried talents" (19). This fact was listed in a synopsis of a power point presentation
at the University of

Missouri. Gallos offers five truths and five strategies for developing

leadership skills, and points to Grandma Moses as one who nearly missed fulfilling
number three: experiencing

joy from the use of true talent.

15
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Here are Gallos' five truths and strategies:

.

The first truth is to recognize and claim leadership seeds that are within.
The first strategy is claiming the irmer leader.

.

The second truth is for leadership to work. There is a need to bring forth skill,
passion and soul. The second strategy is the developrnent of that skill, passion,
and soul.

l

The third truth is a satisfaction built on joy

- joy comes from the use of true

talents. The third strategy is to identiff true talents.

.

The fourth truth is leading others. The individual needs to learn his own
leadership ability. The fourth strategy is to learn.

c

The fifth truth is becoming resilient with a coping ability. The fifth strategy is

giving support to strengthen the leader within (1-30).
Strengths are the activities that make an individual feel strong. By accepting these and

determining what they are, positive action can be taken. Hard times can reveal the
greatest strength in an individual. By mapping these lead and supporting roles, the

individual gains insight into his inventory.
Peter Senge wrote in the afterword of the book The World Cafe, "whatever the

combination of internal and external forces.

..

life is too short to waste time on anything

but what is truly important" (qtd in Brown, Isaacs, 210). This statement says

ir all.
Finding one's self is truly important. This can be the stepping stone to determining a
set course

for one's future. The finding of the individual's inventory and the course for

the future is the journey of transformation to the individual's authentic

being Wheatley

Hochradel l7

comments

We can use our own lives as evidence for this human thirst for meaning. As
we mature in life, we search to see a deeper and more coherent purpose behind the
events and crises that compose our lives...Each of us seek to discover a meaning

that is wholly and uniquely our own. We experience a deeperung confidence that
purpose has shaped our lives, even as it moved invisibly in us... We become like

ancient Gaia, boldly embracing the void, knowing that out of chaos' dark depths
we have the strength to give hirth to order ( Leadership, 134).

Journey Viewpoint

- Buckingham

/ Clinton

I{ow Discover your Strengths_by Marcus Buckingham and Donald Clinton lists factual
knowledge, content and an individual's experience to gain awareness of who, what, and
where that individual is at the present

time. This is the inventory that connects to the

journey. It is used for strength building and allows the individual to identifii natural
talents, thus cultivating them into strengths

(44) Strengths

are the activities that make an

individual feel strong, By accepting these and determining what they are, positive action
can be taken. Hard times can reveal the greatest strength

in an individual. By mapping

these lead and supporting roles, the individual gains insight into his inventory.

They have executed "StrengthFinder."
The purpose of this is for the individual to distinguish five signature themes. These
themes

will consistently

present themselves throughout the individual's journey (80)

Skills will bnng the structure to experiential knowledge. This formalizes accumulated
knowledge into a sequence of steps which can lead to one's successful performance. Afl
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example of this is begrnning by telling someone what one is going to tell them, then tell
them, finally tell them what one told them

(45) As one builds strengths,

the skills being

established are designed to enhance one's talent. While talent describes the recurring
patterns of thought, feeling or behavior that is productively applied, how is talent

identified (48)? Monitoring one's spontaneous reactions to situations that are
encountered

will provide connection. Various circumstances might prevent one from

acting on that path of connection. Yearnings reveal the presence of talents, especially
noticed early in

life.

if

These passions are caused by various synaptic connections to one's

brain. A magnetic force pulls one back to that over and over again (71) Magnetic forces
are often elements in a personal journey.

The following is a summary of some of the thernes of "Strengthfinder":

.

Achiever - One has the power supply that causes one to set the pace and

define the levels

o

Activator

o

Adaptor

.

Analyzer

-

of productivity. It is the theme

Putting one out there

- A flexible person

-

that keeps one going (83)

getting the job done (84)

(85).

- Challenge others by requesting them to prove what they mean

(86)

o

Believer - These grve one a meaning to one's life. Encompass one's core
values (88)

.

Connector

- One's soul ensures

one that things happen for a reason. Faith is

strong and sustains one in life's mysteries (92).

r

Developer

r

Disciplinarian

-

Recognize potential in others (95).

-

Predictable, orderly, and planned (96).
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a

Empathizer

- One senses the emotions of those around them (97)

o

Harmonrzer

- Seek to hold conflict.

(

a

Always looking for areas of agreement

101).

Idea maker

- fascination

with ideas. Exhilaration of energy with a new idea

(102)
o

Relator
(110)

- A description

of attitude toward ofle's relationships. Genuine caring

Journey Viewpoint - Jenner
Dr. Mark Jenner, MJA Leadership Consulting, had an article in the Business
Leadership Review I. /I.I.II, April, 2010, on "Designing Systems That Develop Leaders:
Putting Experience Not Competence at the Heart of Leadership Development." He lists
self-discovery as his first dornain which he considers as a Life Skill. The second domain
is purpose, which is the thread that runs through and connects different experiences. The

third domain is systematic action. This is analyzing data that asks searching
questions to interpret the data and takes action. The fourth domain is relationship, which
is that process of social influence which can be learned. These four domains are present

in each individual's search. The challenge to connect all these intersections is to connect
the learning to a leadership performance (9). This begins by connecting an individual's
personal inventory to the journey of transformation.

"Real leadership is about being able to understand and have empathy for the
underlying concern and the underlying cry for love and balance that with boundaries of
acceptable behavior" (Morler, Integr ity, Emotional lulaturity and Leadership

Crazy to Creative in Corporate America Ll).

:

From
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The "Onlies" Roadmap
The February,2007, Harvard Business Review, published "Discovering Your
Authentic Self

' by Bill George, Peter Sims, Andrew N. Mclean, and Diana Mayer.

This was the largest in depth study taken at the time on how people can become and
remain authentic leaders. It showed individuals did not have to be born with any
universal characteristic or traits as a leader. The journey to this authentic leadership
begins by understanding the story of your

life. This personal inventory with

transformative experiences brings the individual to his authentic leadership sfyle (132).

My life story allows me to see myself

as an

individual who develops self-awareness

from experiences. This is my personal journey to an authentic leadership style.
As an only child, I struggled with an assumption that views children are lonely,
spoiled, and maladjusted (Journal of Counseling & Development). There have been
many thoughts on the birth order. A person's place in the family is thought to have

implications on personality development and psychological well being. This theory was
developed by Alfred Adler, who taught that children's position in the family greatly

influenced their overall development and attitude toward life (1931). Bernice Sorensen

writes in the article from the 2006, Therapy Today, that the experiences of adult onlychildren lead to a shame-based personality persisting into adulthood While it is
internalized, shame is always experienced against an interpersonal background, or the
awareness of an individual's potential exposure to others. Shame is a motivating factor

in social development, affecting the individual's social identity and the internal sense of

self. I believed in shame. My truth reflected

a

victim mentality: With parents working

six to seven days a week, I was young and alone. Katherine Trent and Glenna Spitze
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comment rnGrowing {}p Without Siblings and Adult Sociability Behaviors, that the only

child experience is considered to engender particular behaviors and personalities
preferring and mastering skills related to solitary pursuits (1180). Katherine Kitzmann,
Robert Cohen, and Rebecca Lockwood conducted a study presented in the Journal

of

Social and Personal Relationships "Are Only Children Missing Out?" This study tests
the assumption that having a sibling provides skills that generahze to peer relations. In a
sample

of

139 elementary school-age children, only--children were less liked by

classmates. Shame, being alone, and victimization shaped rny conceptual framework. I

felt confronting these assumptions was like traveling to an abyss. As I write this, I say to
myself, "How sad to spend so much time being affected rather than being effective." Of
course, that viewpoint did not enter my conscious thinking for many years. During the
era in which I grew up, the majonty of parents were not communicative with their

children. From my perspective, that generation worked, not taking the time to
psychologically invest in the development of their children. As a child, I did what I was
told to do. No connestion. I say this with tongue in cheek My parents had their own
business. They worked continuously. I would go to their store after school and wait until

it closed at 9:00, to go home. This went on from the second grade through high school.
Periodically, there would be a habysitter and sometimes, on a Saturday, I would go to the
house of one of rny dad's employees who had a child my same age.
have been communicative, but their life and how they lived

My parents may not

it was the model I knew.

They were hard workers and very generous in their gifts to me, as they wanted me to
have what they did

not. They were faithful and loyal to each other. They had very little

education, but lived by a system of values as described by Napolitano and Henderson as
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vision, integrity, passion, courage, discipline, tenacity, and resourcefulness ( Leadership
Odyssey,l3). In describing my background as a child, I recognize my parents' qualities
shaped my

identity. One does not realize the depth of one's soul until one searches it out.

The first year of college, I went to the University of Cincinnati and was on the Dean's
honor

roll. The next year I transferred to Kent

State University and, unfortunately, I was

dismissed. I worked a semester and then registered at a small Quaker college. There, I
experienced a spiritual conversion. For the first time in my life I had a strong sense

of

meaning. The following Biblical Scripture came alive:

.

"I can do a1l things thru Christ who strengthens me,"( New King James,
Philippians 4: 13) (Stanley, 1 396).

.

"For God did not glve me a spirit of fear but of power, love and a strong mind"
(2 Timothy I :7) (Stanley, 1425, 1426).

r

'"Iwill

praise you for I am fearfully and wonderfully made..."(Psalm 139:14a)

(Stanley , 715).

That experience was my saving grace. I now had a foundation that gave me my security.

It was the beginning of my journey.
Meaning of life became real. I met a man who was serving in Vietnam and we wrote

to each other for a year. When he returned home, we married. Our being together for
fifteen years was not an accident. We had three children, owned our own business and a
lovely home in Marine on the St. Croix. Life as I knew it was wonderful. Then my

"storm" came (Wheatley,How Large-Scale Change Really Happens,2). The life that I
knew was over. As Bennis and Thomas write of a crucible experience in their book
Geeks

&

Geezers, this was now my experience. This was that defining moment that
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unleashed my

ability. I faced crucial choices and

sharpened my focus as I was told our

marriage was over. In the beginning, I was so hurt and angry with God that He would let
this happen to our family. This was the beginning of the journey that would eventually
teach me who I was and force me to ask

if I believed what I thought

was

true. My life

was dependent on my husband and the fulfillment of his needs. I had wanted so
desperately to be loved; I thought that role was living --

fulfilling everyone else's

needs.

In tum, my co-dependent or enabling behavior made me feel good inside. The hard
times made me, changed me, developed me. I realize my drama is minuscule to many,

but it was rny crucible experience. Seeds of growth were beginning and I sensed their
roots grow deeper in my being as I struggled to survive with the children. Our home on
ten acres was gone. My children and tr went from comfortable living to poverty. The
crucible model explains how one makes meaning out of difficult events. This process

of

'making meaning", both galvanizes the individual and can give one a voice, Thrs chain
reaction is change and growth ( Bennis and Thomas, 4).
Nelson Mandela said

"if I had not been in prison...I would not have been able to

achieve the most difflrcult task in life, and that is changing yourself'(qtd in Bennis and

Thomas, 17,18

). Bennis and Thomas said, "the ability to process new experiences, to

find mearing and to integrate them into one's life" is the signature skill of leaders"(18).
They discovered that nesteny, a zoological term, was the retention of youthful qualities

by adults: curiosity, playfulness, eagerness, fearlessness, warmth, and energy. Combine
those with the maintenance of openness, risk taking, hunger for knowledge, experience
and courage

(20).

Success emerges as a result of an

crisis or challenge labeled a crucible

individual's ability to adapt to a

(91) This relates to Wheatley's "Perfect

Storm"'(2),
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I was in survival mode. I needed

a

job, and that

is

just what I got-a job. This was

not the career builder position one looks for today. In fact, future planning certainly was
not in the picture. Life was chaos. Wheatley quotes in Leadership and the New Science,
"W'e labor hard to hold things together, while life participates together openly and self
organized structures emerge. Order is not imposed from the top down, or inside out.

This creative energy emerges as elements of the system work together, discovering
each other andthis invents new capacities" (111).

My own nature would not have

prescribed this path. I would have chosen the safe, secure, satisfaction guaranteed way

out. As change progresses, I

see the developments

years where communication was limited, but

in my being just as the growing up

life and how it was lived was influential.

These transforming moments led to my individual authentic leadership style.

I

see success and

failures in the choices that have been made. Growth as an

individual is alive and well. Growth is the meaning maker for me. For myself, this
process produced a type of confidence I was unaware

existed. I was open for growth

as

that approach was the way for me to survive and move forward. I needed to connect
everything together to make sense out of something that was nonsense. This is my
growth thro ugh transformation.
Koestenbaum's Diamond model roadmap for navigation portrays a framing style.

It portrays my journey. The North point labeled Vision (the ability of see or project), the
East is the cardinal point labeled Ethrcs (how others are treated), the South is labeled
Courage (standing behind convictions and commitments), and the West points to reality.

My navigation is at a beginning as I start to see the breaklhrough, a paradigm shift, a
transformation. This has been present in me, but the fact is that it's only since I've been
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working with the personal inventory that I have put the dialogue with the actions to
discover a freedom to develop human potential (34). This framing of me is definitely a
tedious and lengthy journey of transformation which ultimately ends with my
authenticity.

Avolio and Gardner describe authentic leadership development

as a root concept

(qtd

in Klenke,7l). The root concept is the personal inventory transformative experiences
that develop an authentic leadership style. The authentic leadership style seeks to

find the solutions to problems and achieve objectives. They are in the present. They are

real. Koestenbaum writes of

a

breakthrough. He states that a shift from an ordinary mind

to a leadership mind is a conversion, a transformation, a breakhrough. It is a paradigm
shift. It is expanding one's possibilities, developing human potential, and discovering
one's freedom, enthusiasm, and positive thinking (Koestenbaum, 34).

lmplementing the Return

This paper shows how an individual can overcome a difficult experience and take that

difficulty to make meaning in the development of his life story. The individual looks for
honest feedback and derives long term results with integrity (George, et al, 130).

The paper presents multiple references for a personal inventory transformation
resulting in the development of an authentic leadership style. As varied as the data is,
there is continuity. This also contains a presentation of a few leaders
documented to inventory their personal

life's.

These are

journeys This paper gathered their contributions

to reveal their authentic leadership styles. The material offers a list any individual can
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use as tools to

of

calcul*e a life inventory. It can furnish prime meaning for the gathering

perspective and purpose for the individual's development.
This development is the life journey. The individual needs to deflne his vision,

purpose, and mission. Honesty and thoroughness are needed to categorize
comes with a written belief statement

skills. Depth

of thorough authenticity. When the individual

recognizes personal strengths and weaknesses, an appreciation for life is gained. Tools
can be used to discover a personal profile. However one chooses to identifu this

information is purely an individual decision. This could be a blessing in disguise.
Recognizing this presents an opportunity to see how interferences and occurrences are
potential blessings. The traveler will return home with a new sense of wholeness and a
new found ability to be present in the moment.

:llvrww

news/uncategorized/characteri stic s-of-recoveri ng-and the-h

t...

).

Rabbi Lawrence Kushner wrote:

"This is he setting out.
The leaving of everything behind.
Leaving the social milieu. The preconceptions. The defirutions. The
language. The narrowed field of vision. The expectations.

No longer expecting relationships, memories, words, or letters to mean
what they use to mean. To be, in a word: Open (qtd in Wheatley, 170)"

Constructing an fnventory
To be open to discovering oneself is a challenged blessing. A personal inventory
model is attached. To build this personal inventory, I have considered the steps and stages
suggested by scholars whose ideas are discussed in this paper. I have also applied
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personal experiences that I have encountered on the road to rny authentic leadership style.

This process is circular, spiral and repetitive, thus the first question will be considered
after, rather than before, the life journey is experienced. In this section I

will

demonstrate

how the inventory is based on the scholarship I have reviewed and moments I have
experienced on my life joumey.

Inventory question 1: Recognize and name various points in your lifetime
journey that have had an impact on you. These are yorrr transformative
factors. They sreate your vision of who you are or your identity list.
The first point in my inventory model calls to mind Koestenbaum's "waking of the

mind". In his book Leadership,he writes the authentic leader does not accept the mind as
he finds it but chooses to construct or "wake up" the leadership mind ( 186). This waking

of the mind is an inner space unified, with room enough for conflict, paradox, and
contradiction committed to greatness in vision, realism ethics and courage (186).

Bill

George, et.al, study of Discovering Your Authentic Self inthe Harvard Business Review
commented that the study showed individuals did not have to be born with any universal

characteristics of traits as a leader, but the individual's journey to the authentic leadership
style began by understanding the story of the individual's life.

My journey in the MAL Program brought me to specifically see the "waking of my

mind." My topic, A Personal Inventory of Transformative Experiences Resulting in the
Development of an Authentic Leadership Style, has forced me to reflect on my
continuous journey of self-awareness. The documentation is my reflection that my

characteristics, skills, and values are that of a leader. Morler comments "Real leadership
is about being able to understand and have empathy for the underlying concern and the

indulging cry for love and balance that with boundaries of acceptable behavior" (11). My
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documentation represents this is three stages of myjourney. The beginning as the only

child and the affects of that position, the middle with the pivotal experience of
abandorunent and the last as the waking of my

mind. This aloneness is present in all

three stages. The first as the only child, the second as a person abandoned and raising
three chrldren alone, and the third as an empty nester. The difference is the

transformation which took place over time. This coincides with Wilbur Alix's, Rite

of

Passage. His lifetime journey description has various points which are transformative

factors. Each stage acts as the formative experience in the developrnent of one's
foundation. MAL has prompted me to prove a personal inventory and the choice to study
the inventory process is valid not only to me, but many.

Inventory question 2: Connect this identity list to your aptitudes and passions.
Recognize the opportunities that exist within you.
Robinson's "element" brings together natural aptitude and personal passion. He
writes that as one connects with his identity, well-being, and purpose it in turn provides a
sense

of

who he is and what he was meant to do with his

life. Robinson

labels this as

one's most authentic self. Bennis and Thomas's book, Leaders: The Strategies of Taking
Charge, describe a self-leadership mode. This model formulates a process for the

individual's journey: attention through vision, meaning through communication, trust
through positioning, and the deployment of self. John Baldoni's article "Leader as
Learner," comments that leadership is based on continuous learning which positions one

for growth and opportunities. Buckingham and Clinton's book, Now Discover Your
Strengths, list factual knowledge, content, and an individual's experience to gain
awareness of who, what, and where that individual is at the present

time. This strength
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building allows an individual to identify his natural talents and cultivate them into
strengths (44)
The

MAL project forced me to be specific in describing my personal journey. As I

reflect on my childhood in connecting myself to some sort of identity, I struggle to see
what I mean by the remark. It is as if I am a piece of clay being molded. My parents
were the potters. The marks of identity being established were obedience, work ethic,

generosity, faithfulness, loyalty, along with Napotilano and Henderson's values system

of

integrity, passion, courage, tenacity and vision. As I look at these words and what their
meanings are, I arn blessed with great appreciation for what is exposed to

authenticity. I am

a

me. I catch this

principled, bottom line thinker Buckingham and Clinton's

"StrengthFinder" reveal my strengths as connector, self-assured, achiever, relator, and a
persoil of responsibility. These clearly help identify

me Growing as a person

is

important. My life of raising children and working displays loyalty, faithfulness, and
perseverance. I am creative and have emulated those talents with a vision of flowers and
food for various events. I believe opportunities will always be present. How I choose to
see these

will ultimately

continuanse forms

a

be my choice. These characteristics define who I

am. This

journey of my self-leadership authentic style.

Inventory question 3: Note the choices you have made. Name the instability,
oscillation, chaos, and order that have ernerged. This emergence created change.
Margaret Wheatley's approach to organizational behavior includes theories of change,
systems thinking, chaos theory, and capacity for self-organization. Her writings

acknowledge that disorder can be a source for new order. These are necessary to awaken

creativity. Jim Kouzes comrnents that Wheatley's theories predict the future yet explain
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the present. He notes here writings portray a three-stage journey. First is a new land rich

with possibilities; second, ideas and shapes take form; and thrrd, a return to the beginning
to redo what had been previously learned, Change happens through emergence. This
journey to the new world gains courage, patience, and compassion. The transformation
results in an authentic leadership style. Niclosi lists three phases for a transformative

experience: beginning, intemrption, and conclusion. T.S. Eliot comments that when one
returns to where one started one now knows the place for the first time.

I made many choices; good-bad-right-wrong. I made that choice which was in front
of me. Circumstances can cause one to make the choice one never would have
considered. I see many of my choices being made for the purpose of people pleasing.
Chaos erupted in my life when I was at Kent State and was asked to leave.

friends were in school. I had no plans I needed to find

a

All my

job. This led to working for a

semester. I then enrolled at a small Quaker College. Instability, chaos, oscillation, and

finally order emerged. There I made a spiritual choice that literally changed my "only
child" mentality. This revival removed the internal chaos in my being and presented

a

foundation. Choosing to marry was a wonderful experience. Everything came together.
Then, suddenly the storm came and I now experienced instability, oscillation and chaos.

My marriage of fifteen years was at risk. The business I was part of was over. The
acquaintances we had as a couple were no longer. And once again, chaos was present.

My three children and I lived a life of perseverance. Chaos also erupted when choices
needed to be made in selecting employment. Any position would

do. I became

a slave to

the situation. Diagramming one's choices brings one to see success and failure. One
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needs the failures to learn how to have additional successes. Each choice has been a

journey. Each journey creates and the continuance to create, leads to emergence which
ultimately created change. The continuance leads the journey to one's authentic
leadership style.

Inventory question 4: Reflect on your self-awareness and clarify your values and
beliefs. Write your belief statement.
DePree claims leadership is much more an art, a belief, a sondition of the heart than a
set of things to

do. He believes a leader needs to understand the diversity of people's

gifts, talents, and skills. This endorses a concept of others. By realizing this, one's
dernonstrated contribution is given the chance to provide fulfillment and purpose.

Matthew Eriksen did a study on the development of student's personal leadership

principles. He states this provides an identification and clarity of one's values and beliefs
This enables the individual to have a clear sense of self. The first part of the study
values are personal characteristics to which one ascribes great value. The second part

of

the course was to write an essay on one's belief statement. This is a core conviction

which is personable, meaningful, and clearly stated. The third part focuses on leadership
principles such as: lead by example, know oneself, seek self-improvement, mutual
respect, invite feedback, proactively listen, be consistent, and lead with integrify.

Napolitano and Henderson address the self-leadership sphere which comprised values
of vision, integrity, passion, courage, optimism, self-confidence, fosus, discipline,

flexihility, tenacity, resourcefulness, humanity, self-renewal and balance. This choice of
values provides an inventory for a path toward an individual leadership sfyle.

What I believed when I was younger is totally diflferent from what I believe now. The
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MAL Project

has challenged me to figure out who

I am on my life journey. In my

growing up years my truth reflected a victim mentality of shame. I grew up thinking

"Am I missing out?" Studies agree with my assessment. This, however, is not true. My
parents qualities shaped my

identity. Over the course of time I recognize my value was

people pleasing. I didn't think enough of me internally to think what I thought was

valuable. In high school I was voted best dressed, best dancer, I modeled for the
newspaper, and even got blue ribbons for 4H projects. I just went through the motions

of

being numb. I remember when I was on a date at the University of Cincinnati when the

fellow looked at me and said "You really don't sare about anything." Wow! What does
that say? Another person told me, when I was sitting with a group of people, that I was a
wise person. Hum! Such a contrast! Over time I have come to see that my belief system
has changed. Instead

ofjust focusing on an outward appearance, I have come to

appreciate the diversity of one's internal system. As Peter Senge points out, whatever the

combination of internal and external forces...life is too short to waste time on anything
but what is truly important (Brown, et

al

The World Cafd,210). Thankfully, my

experience with a spiritual conversion gave me substance. I recognize and developed

values I probably did not think about. Temporal values were to look good. Funny I saw

myself as undisciplined,lazy, with a lack of respect, but always needing to look good.
Shallow, with such an inward pride. I have come to grips with deterrnining top
instrumental values: for personal characteristics to which I ascribe. This would include
ambitious, perseverance, responsible, courageous, imaginative, honest, independent,

forgiving, and broadminded. There are many additional characteristics that are of great
value.
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My belief staternent is for me to

see that

all things work together for good. I have a

passion to be a good role model for my children. That being said, values that are

important are: trust, connection, truthfulness, respect, gtowth, creativity, integrity,
courage, perseverance, faithfulness, and

joy.

God has blessed me with enthusiasm,

cheerfrrlness, a big smile, and eyes that can glisten. I need to share that with others
instead of sorrow and sadness. I have an ability to

fit in anywhere, with all types of

people. This diversity is a blessing. I may be quiet, but I am able to allow others to see
an expression of an endearingaura. I believe everyone's internal clock is ticking and

what I do with what I have is up to me. As seeds grow, roots grow deeper and I look

forward to see life in a new way.
Inventory question 5. Transformation requires truths and reveals talents. List the
strengths and skills that you have developed in your transformative journey.
Transformation occurs when skills and passion converge. This is seen in Robinson's

"element". The discovery and development of creative strength is an essential part in
determining an authentic leadership style. Robinson labels that as the point where talent
and passion meet. Gallos offers five truths for developing leaderslup

skills. The first is

to recognize leadership skills within and claim the inner leader. The second is to bring
forth skills, passion and soul. Thts is needed for leadership to work. The third is a
satisfaction built on joy which comes from true talents. The fourth is leading others to
learn how. The fifth is to become resilient and strengthen the inner leader. Buckingham
and Clinton's "StrengthFinder" cultivates a person's natural talent into strength. These
strenglhs

will

present themselves throughout the individual's

journey. Grandma Moses

had a vision for her paintings which led to her communicative style. Her impression
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was strength, perseverance, creativity, vision, faithfulness, emergence, consistency, and

corurection. She contrnually grew as an individual who developed an authentic
leadership style.

My journey's process of making meaning was the transformation of my being. Bennis
and Thomas comment that 'making meaning' is a chain reaction to change and growth.

They say the ability to process new experiences, find meaning and integrate them into
one's life is a signature skill for leaders. This eventually leads to transformation. The
strengths I have acknowledged from Buckingharn's and Clinton's "StrengthFinder" have
been present throughout my

life. I recognized them

as yearnings, but

I was unaware of

their existence. Connectedness for me is like Grandma Moses' yearnings. I find my
communicative style and values reflect the skill of perseverance, strength, creativify,
faithfulness, emergence, growth, and

joy. My inner leader

brings forth passion, skills,

and soul. Throughout this paper I have sought to make meaning in each circumstance,
whether it be a crucial choice or literally a circumstance beyond my control meaningful.

This process produces a type of confidence I was unaware existed within me. I was, and
am open for growth as this approach is the way to move forward. Connecting to

everything is my growth which brings transformation to my journey of an authentic
leadership style.

Inventory question 6: In your journey, list any experiences that shalpened your
focus. Now make meaning out of these crucial choices that came from these
experiences. Name the most important.
Bennis and Thomas create a model that formulated a process for an individual

journey. This attention to reflection on internal resources gained from previous
experiences now permits the individual a personal understanding. Napoitano and
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Henderson address the self-leadership sphere. Value is a cornerstone (The Leadership
Odyssey, 13). The values coflnect a person's inventory: vision, integrity, passion,
courage, optimism, self-confidence, focus, discipline,

flexibility, tenacity,

resourcefulness, humanity, self-renewal, and bal ance(

I 4 -3 4)

.

I can honestly say the MAL project has deflnitely shaqpened my focus. This has been
a

journey in itself. In reviewing my experience of going from a family of comfortable

means to poverty,

I have sharpened my focus. I was

a woman

without a husband, with

children without a father, with no house and no car. Money was scarce. How could I
possibly make meaning out of these crucial circumstances? As part of my lifetime

journey, this experience forced me to face myself. I was not someone's properfy. I was
forced to make choices which would affect my family and me. I waited as long as
possible before I went to

work. Fortunately my job was with one company for eleven

years. When being recruited by another company with an increase in pay, I moved.

After three years, I was recruited by another company. Taking this position was the
beEnning of another chaotic experience. This was the beginning of a downhill slide. To
my dismay, I was there only four months. I then became the recipient of many positions:
from distributing newspapers, to debt collection, deli prep, to loan origination, homeland
security to accounts management.

Inventory question 7: Reflect how these experiences have been the basis for
continuous growth and opportunity.
The Bennis and Thomas model of formation of an individual's journey process is
once again the attention to the reflection on the internal resources gained from previous
experiences which now permit an individual's personal understanding. They also

35
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comment that success emerges as a result of an individual's ability to adapt to a crisis or
challenge labeled a crucible. This also relates to Wheatley's "perfect storm". creative
energy emerges as elements work together, discovenng each other with the invention

new capacities (Wheatley,

1

of

I 1).

These experiences reflect self-discovery and how one's character continues to

develop. My personal experiences have sharpened me. I can choose to see connections
as positive or negative. The choice is

mine. If I want to grow, I need to make meaning

and learn in this growth process. An inventory of life themes-strengths, weaknesses,

characteristics-is

a

major point of reference for my success and failure. Baldoni's

comment that leadership is based on continuous learning positions one for growth and

opportunity. My experiences, such as having no money to pay the bills, employment that
negates my work, and a husband who says

'I don't want to be marrfed anymore" have

been a basis for my growth. I can see how circumstances are opportunities rather than

downfalls.

Inventory question 8: Describe the recurring patterns, thoughts, feelings and
behaviors that you have recognized in your life. These are your magnetic talents
that emerges again and again.
Wheatley's "Paradox Solution" creates a full system design and application that
represents

a

journey of change where a person can discover and invent meaning and

purpose. This process solves problems and transforms. Her book Perseverance
encourages the person reading the book to look at his internal makeup. Thrs is part of an

inventory of a persoil's journey to transformation, resulting in authenticity. Wheatley
claims instability, oscillation, chaos, and order all have a particular impact on the

individual form beginning to fruition. Buckingham and Clinton's "strengthFinder" is
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used

for an individual to identiff natural talents, thus cultivating them into strengths (44).

Strhen an individual accepts these strengths and determines what they are, the

individual

feels strong.

In high school I created individual favors for a sports banquet. This was the first time

I ever attempted to do anything creatively. I constructed dimensional track shoes out of
construction paper with eyes and laces. It was exciting. In other situations I was able to
create dimensional college posters and ads for our business. I{ow Discover Your
Strengths has helped me make connections. These strengths, connectedness-achiever-

relator-person-of-responsibility, have led me to persevere. Through thick or thin, I find
hard to give

it

up. This independent spirit is controlled by my respect for authority.

Inventory question 9: Connect your intersections. The self-discovery will reflect
a life skill labeled purpose. Purpose is the thread that connects different
experiences, Experiences lead to searching questions for the interpretation of data.
Interpretation leads to a learned process of social influence.
Koestenbaum's diamond model creates intersections with his compass-like
presentation. The North labeled vision, is to see or project. The East, labeled ethics
brings forward the treatrnent of others. The South, for courage, stands behind one's
convictions and commitments. The West connects to one"s reality. Once agatn,
Wheatley's paradox solution represents

a

journey of change where a person can discover

and invent meaning and purpose. This process solves and transforms. Tony

Btzzan

created mind-mapping. This can be used for learning, brainstorming, visual thinking, and

problem solving. It is a pictorial method for recording knowledge. Sir Ken Robinson
uses animation as a paradigm shift in his presentations

for education. This expresses his

personal passion in doing what he loves. He connects with his identity, which in turn

ST
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provides him a sense of self-revelation. Napolitano and Henderson's Leadership
Odyssey addresses the self-leadership sphere with values that connect a person to his

inventory. Value is a cornerstone. This value provides a path leading to an individual
leadership style. Buckingham and Clinton's "strengthfinder" tools position one to
recognize one's abilities through the discovery of one's strengths.
Intersections equate self-discovery labeled purpose which is the thread that connects
various experiences to searching questions and with this interpretation of data one's
learned social influence connects my perseverance creativity, values, and strenglhs. The

MAL project has forced me to be specific in describing what I mean. I
questions connect. This thread is present throughout one's

see how these

life. The intersections that

have occurred begin with rny identity being forrned for the modeling of my parents. The

next major intersection is the'awaking of the spirit.' Business, marriage, family, divorce,
and employment are additional intersections. I have displayed perseverance, creativity,

faithfulness, loyalty, passion, and reality which are just some of the characteristics I have
discussed in this paper.

Inventory question 10: Reflect on the various points of transformation: through
your aptitudes, passions, attitudes, opportunities, moments of emergence through
chaos to order, values and beliefs, truths and talents, strengths and skills. This is a
growth process that awakens your leadership mentality.
Gallos offers five truths for developing leadership skills. The first is to recognize
leadership skills within and claim the inner leader. The second is to bring forth skills,
passion and soul. The third is a satisfaction built on

joy which comes from true talents.

The fourth is leading others to learn and the fifth is to become resilient. Jenner lists selfdiscovery and his first domain as a life

skill. The second is purpose which

is the thread

3B
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that runs through and comects different experiences. The third is to analyze and take

action. The fourth is relationship. These are present in each individual's search. These
intersections are connected to a leadership performance.
Koestenbaum's "waking of the mind" influences and forces me to verbally describe
what I mean by a personal inventory. This authenticity for a leadership style begins by
understanding my life story. This allows me to see myself as an individual who develops
self-awarenoss from various forms of experiences. Each experience can be a

transformation factor depending on how one views the situation. Each situation can be
labeled growth which is an opportunity. The growth is the meaning maker and the root
concept is the development of an authentic leadership style. The authentic leader seeks to

find solutions to problems and achieve objectives. My bottom-line thinking style wants
to solve problems. I want to take the tools that are presently available and use them for
solutions. My strengths of connector, achiever, relator, and one of responsibility
reveal my leadership as a state of being.
On the next page, the reader

will f,nd a copy of the Personal Inventory Model.
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Personal lnventory Modei

i.

Recogru ze andname various poirrrs in your lifetime joumey that ha're had an

Z.

Connect this identity list to your aptifudes and passions. Recognize the
opportunities that exjst within you-

3.

Note the choices you have made. Name the instabilitv, oscillation, chaos, and
order that have emerged- This emergence created change.

impact on you. These are ]iour transfonnative factors. They create your vision
who you are or Your identitv list.

of

4. Reflect on your self-au.areness and clarifu your values and beliefs. Write your
belief statementrequires truths and reveals talents. List the strengths and skills
that you have developed in your transformative journey.

5. Transformation

your journey, list any experiences that sharpened your focus. Now make
meaning out of,these crucial choices that came from these experiences. Name
the most imPortant-

6.In

7. Reflect

hor,v these experiences have been the basis

for continuous grorvth and

opportunity.
B_ Descnbe the recurring patterns, thoughts, feelings and behaviors that you have
recognized in your life. These are your magnetic talents that emerge again and
again.

g

Connect your intersections. The self-discovery r,vili reflect a life skill labeled
pu{pose. Purpose is the thread that connects different experiences. Experiences
lead to searching questions for the interpretation of data. Interpretation leads to a
learned process of social influence-

10 Reflect on the vanous pornts of transformation: through your aptifudes,

passions,

attifudes, opportwrities, moments of emergence through chaos to order, values
and beliefs truths and talents, strengths and skills, This is a growth process that
awakens your ieadership mentality
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